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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Recent financial crisis which started in August, 2007 and gathered pace after the 
default of Lehman Brothers' in September, 2008 resulted in a severe· economic 

crisis for the USA as well as for the rest of the world. This has forced economists 
and policymakers to rethink conventional wisdom regarding economic theories 
and policies. The old debate as to whether the government expenditure is able 
to stimulate the economic growth, has once again emerged before us in a new 

way. The view generally held by Keynesians is that government involvement in 

economic activity is vital for growth while others say that government operations 

are inherently bureaucratic and inefficient and therefore rather than promoting 

growth, stifle it. Recently there has been a debate on the fact that whether 
government expenditure should increase or decrease to stimulate the economic 
growth. 

There are several institutions in the literature discussing the relationship between 
government expenditure and the growth rate starting from Keynes. But we can 
find more formal analysis in the literature beginning with the work ofBarro (1990). 
In his work, government expenditure enters into the private production function 
as a complementary input. His work explains the role of public expenditure in 
economic growth from the supply side of the economy. The demand side analysis 
incorporating the effect of effective demand on economic growth is absent there. 

Formal analysis regarding the role of government expenditure on growth from the 
demand perspective more or less starts with You and Dutt (1996). While aiming 
to address the question of whether government debt worsens income distribution, 
their analysis also implied that fiscal expansion has a significant effect on govern-
ment debt-capital ratio, growth rate and income distribution. In the short run 

1 



CHAPTER 5. APPENDIX 

Differentiating the equation (5.7) with respect to 1r we get, 

dr* du* 
- = u* +7r-
d7r d7r 

- . 2 
[{(sp- sw)- 9I}7r + sw- 92] 

51 

The economy is in confiictive-stagnationist if ~; > 0 and it is in cooperative-
stagnationist if ~; < 0. 

Thus ~; ~ 0 according to whether sw ~ 92· 

Thus we have seen that even using the 'Kalecki-Steindl' type of investment func-
tion, we can achieve the same result as Blecker. Only the conditions regarding the 
stability, exhilarationist regime, profit-led and wage-led growth, cooperative and 
confiictive-stagnationist regime changes. 
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different from the previous literature. In our model we incorporate the fact that 
certain kinds of investment expenditure can influence labour productivity. Labour 
productivity on the other hand through its impact on share of profit influences the 
current profitability of the private capital formation. The novelty of the model 
of this dissertation lies in taking into account this fact. Unlike Commendatore 
and Pinto (2011) and Dutt (2013), in our model, the investment function also 
depends on the rate of profit. The main objective of this dissertation is to know 
whether both kinds of government expenditure have a positive impact on degree of 

capacity utilization and economic growth. We also want to know whether allowing 

the government to run in deficit and incur debt necessarily leads to the public debt 
to rise without bound. 

In the next chapter of our dissertation we discuss the existing literature which an-
alyze the effect of fiscal policies on aggregate demand and economic growth from a 
demand-side perspective. First section of that chapter contains a discussion of the 
basic 'post-Keynesian' growth model developed by Dutt (1984). Then we discuss 
Bhaduri and Marglin's criticism regarding the investment function used in this 
model. Then we move to a discussion of a paper by You and Dutt (1996) regard-
ing the possibility of profit-led growth regime even in the stagnationist regime. We 
show that instead of Bhaduri-Marglin kind of investment function, using Kalecki-
Steindl type of investment function we can attain the same result. The last part 

of that section is about the discussion in Blecker (2002) that points out that by in-
troducing positive saving out of wages, fiscal policy, progressivity of taxation and 
international capital mobility, exhilarationist regime can be achieved even using 
an investment function that would otherwise imply stagnationism. The next sec-
tion contains the literature regarding fiscal expansion and its impact on aggregate 
demand, level of capacity utilization and growth. It contains a brief discussion 
of the work of You and Dutt (1996), Commendatore and Pinto (2011) and Dutt 
(2013). 

In the third chapter we present our model. Constructing a one sector, simple 
'post-Keynesian' closed economy growth model, we try to analyse the impact of 
various kinds of government expenditures on aggregate demand, equilibrium level 
of capacity utilization and the equilibrium accumulation rate. Unlike Dutt (2013) 
a switch in government expenditure from consumption to investment purposes 
does not always leads to a rise in degree of capacity utilization and growth rate. 
In this case our findings are similar to Commendatore and Pinto (2011). But the 
main reason behind it in their model is influence of a change in capital produc-
tivity on the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization, while in our analysis it is 
the change in labour productivity that influences the equilibrium level of capacity 
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utilization. Then we consider a more general case where workers also save and try 
to see whether the possibility of exhilarationist regime arises. We then analyze 
the impact of fiscal expansion on the aggregate demand and the growth rate. The 
next section is about the impact of changes in fiscal policy on the equilibrium em-
ployment rate. In the last section we consider the effect of deficit and government 
debt on the economy in the short as well as in the long-run. 

The last chapter is about the conclusion which summarises and discusses the 
results of the model contained in chapter 3. 



Chapter 2 

Critical Review of the Literature 

Modern theory of economic growth starts with the work of Harrod and Damar 
as both aimed to extend the work of Keynes beyond the short run. According to 
Harrod, in a closed economy in which capital output ratio ( v), saving propensity 
(s), population growth rate(n); and labour productivity growth rate (a) all are 
constants, it is almost impossible for the economy to grow at a steady state. If the 
conomy is converging to such a growth path, it is only by accident. Then he was 

concerned with the stability issue. Even if the economy grows at a steady state, 

it is unstable. Finally Harrod asks whether the economy can grow steadily along 

with full employment of labour. As v, s, n, a all are exogenously given, there is 
no reason why the warranted growth rate (;) which is the growth rate in steady 
state will be equal to the natural growth rate (n +a) which is required for full 
employment .. 

Neo-classical growth theory model pioneered by Solow and Swan responded to 
the questions posed by Harrod by assuming that there is substitutability between 
labour and capital. Flexibility between capital and labour makes the capital-
output ratio variable which by adjusting itself ensures equality between warranted 
and natural growth rates and hence stable steady-state growth path with full 
employment is achieved. The central problem with this kind of model is that it 
assumes investment is always equal to saving or discrepancy between investment 
and saving is taken care of automatically while considering the long run. Ag-
gregate demand has no role to play in this kind of growth model. Further this 
kind of growth theory does not emphasize distributional issues separately as it as-
sumes distribution to be determined through the equilibrium of competitive factor 
markets. 

On the other hand the neo-Keynesian growth model pioneered by Kaldor (1956) 
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and Passinetti (1962) emphasizes the role of income distribution which influences 
the average saving propensity out of income. So any imbalance between warranted 
and natural growth rate leads to change in income distribution which in turn 
makes the average saving propensity endogenous. Adjustment in average saving 
propensity ensures the equality between those two growth rates 1. 

Later on, the basic post-Keynesian growth model, formulated independently by 
Robert Rowthorn (1981) and Amitava Krishna Dutt (1984), showed that steady 
state growth can be attained with involuntary unemployment even in the long run 
through the expansion-in degree of capacity utilization. 

Now we will discuss the basic differences between neo-Keynesian and neo-Kaleckian 
tradition both of which can be said to form part of the post-Keynesian framework. 
Growth models that follow Keynesian tradition can be divided into two parts, the 
older one developed by Kaldor (1957), Robinson (1962) and Passinetti (1962) are 
called the neo-Keynesian models and the newer ones developed independently by 
Robert Rowthorn (1981) and Amitava Krishna Dutt (1984), which are known to 
as the neo-Kaleckian models. The neo-Kaleckian growth model is also recognized 
as the Kalecki-Steindl or structuralist(Taylor; 1983) growth model. There are two 
major differences between these two groups of model. Firstly, in the neo-Keynesian 
models, the market is competitive in nature where firms are price takers, while 
in the neo-Kaleckian models the market is oligopolistic in nature where firms set 
prices over markup on prime costs. Second, in the neo-Keynesian model, in the 
long run in the economy there is either full capacity or the rate of capacity utiliza-
tion is fixed at a given normal level, whereas in the neo-Kaleckian model, the rate 
of capacity utilization is endogenous and is below full capacity or below a normal 
level, even in the long run. Thus in the neo-Keynesian model, in the short run 
output is fixed while price adjusts due to change in aggregate demand. So when 
the demand falls, firms are forced to reduce the price to clear the goods market. 
As a result for a given money wage rate, real wage is higher while real profit falls 
and so firms have no incentive to invest further. Hence the economy stagnates. 
Thus, in neo-Keynesian theory, because of insufficient demand, it is price which 
changes and causes stagnation. But in the neo-Kaleckian model, in the short run 
output varies in response to change in aggregate demand. So when the demand is 
depressed, in response to that, firms reduce the production of output, while price 
is fixed. It reduces both the level of capacity utilization and profit rate. As a con-
sequence investment falls which in turn reduces capital accumulation and finally 
the economy stagnates. Thus in neo-Kaleckian theory, it is output and hence the 

1In their model, it is again assumed that full employment is attained in the long run. 

' 
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capacity level which falls and leads to stagnation. We will briefly discuss the basic 
neo-Kaleckian growth model developed by Dutt in the next section. 

2.1 Post-Keynesian. growth model 

The basic purpose of Dutt's (1984) model is to examine the relationship between 

growth and income distribution in an underdeveloped economy in order to analyse 
the cause of stagnation in the Indian industrial economy in the middle nineteen 

sixties and the nineteen seventies. A brief discussion of the model is given below. 

Using homogeneous inputs, capital and labour, the economy produces industrial 
good, where the production function is of Leontief type i.e. 

Y =min {a£, bK} (2.1) 

where Y is the amount of industrial good produced, L is total amount of labour 
employed, K is available capital stock, a and b are fixed output-labour and poten-
tial output-capital ratio respectively. There is excess supply of labour. According 
to Dutt, a large reservoir of labour exists either in the form of a reserve army or 
as employed in a subsistence sector having no other interaction with the industrial 

sector. There is excess capacity in the economy. So, Y ~bK, where the equality 
represents the full capacity level of output or potential level of output ( Y P)2. So, 
from equation (2.1) we get, 

Y= aL (2.2) 

The industrial sector is oligopolistic in nature. Price is determined by mark-up 
(>.) on the unit prime cost ( ~), where W is money wage3. Thus the price level 
can be represented by the following equation, 

w 
p = (1 + >.)-

a 
(2.3) 

The rate of mark-up (>.), where >. > 0, is assumed to be given at a point in time 
and is determined by the 'degree of monopoly' as suggested by Kalecki (1971). 
The share of profit ( 1r) is then given by, 

2b- yP 
- K 

pY- WL >. 
7r= =--

pY 1 + >. (2.4) 

3Dutt assumes that the money wage is fixed, either through bargains or by the government. 
He also assumes money wage to be fixed at least at a level that ensures subsistence consumption 
at a large range of prices. 
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So, the share of profit is determined by the 'degree of monopoly power'. The rate 
of profit is given by, 

p p y yP 
r=- = --- =7ru K yyP K (2.5) 

where, Pis aggregate profit, ~ is the share of profit-1r, and u is degree of capacity 
utilization. As long as potential output-capital ratio is fixed, actual output-capital 
ratio can be used as a proxy for degree of capacity utilization. Following in the 
tradition of the classical economists as well as Kalecki (1971), Kaldor (1956) and 

Pasinetti (1962), Dutt assumes that there are two groups - workers and capital-

ists in the economy with two different saving propensities. Workers do not save, 
while capitalists save a fraction, s, of their income4• So the total savings can be 
represented as 

S=sP (2.6) 

Thus the saving-capital ratio is 

s p - = s- = sr K K (2.7) 

Investment decisions are made with regard to both, the rate of profit and the rate 
of capacity utilization and the investment function can be written as, 

I 
- = a + {3r + "fU K (2.8) 

where a, /3, 'Y are positive constants. The first term a represents the state of 
'animal spirits' in the economy. Investment depends positively on the rate of 
profit and the rate of capacity utilization. 

Rate of profit enters in the investment function as a proxy for the expected rate 
of return. It also provides internal funding for accumulation plans. For firms 
depending on external finance, it is also easier to raise that external finance while 
rate of profit is higher5 . For simplicity Dutt assumes that actual rate of profit is 
equal to the expected profit rate. 

The argument for rate of capacity utilization entering in the investment function 
comes from Steindl (1952). According to Steindl, because of indivisibilities in 
capital equipment, it is profitable for profit maximizing firms to have a certain 
desired level of excess capacity due to fluctuations in demand or expected growth in 
demand. Thus when capacity utilization rises above the desired level, firms would 
like to invest more; while the capacity utilization falls below the desired level, firm 

4 Where 0 < s < 1 
5See Dutt (1984, 1987), Rowthorn (1981), Robinson (1956) 
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would like to increase utilization by disinvesting and hence by reducing the stock 
of capital. (3 and "/ are the coefficients measuring the responsiveness of investment-
capital ratio due to the change in rate of profit and degree of capacity utilization 
respectively. In equilibrium, savings must be equal to investment. Thus, 

I S 
-=-J{ J{ 

=? a + (Jr + "f'U = sr 

Substituting the value of r from equation (2.5) in the above equation and solving 
for u, we get the equilibrium level of capacity utilization as, 

* a u = ..,....---,..---
(s- f3)7r- "/ 

(2.9) 

The equilibrium is stable if the induced increase in saving, as u rises, is greater 
than the induced increase in investment i.e. 

or, (s- (3)1r -"( > 0 (2.10) 

In other word, for the equilibrium to be stable the denominator of u* must be 
positive. Since a > 0, the condition ( s - (3)1r > a + "/, not only satisfies the 
stability requirement, but also ensures the existence of excess capacity. But this 
condition also sets a lower bound on the share of profit, 1r > (~:Pl. Substituting 
u* in equation (2.5) we get the equilibrium rate of profit as, 

(2.11) 

Substituting r* in equation (2.8) we get the equilibrium rate of accumulation as, 

g* =a+ (Jr* + "fU* (2.12) 

Suppose the saving propensity of capitalists decreases. Due to a fall in saving 
propensity, consumption demand of capitalists and aggregate consumption de-
mand increases which in turn leads to an increase in the aggregate demand. Thus 
aggregate demand and hence degree of capacity utilization increases. Mathemat-
ically, 

(2.13) 

Equilibrium rate of profit depends on the share of profit and the degree of capacity 
utilization. So, as s decreases, r* rises. Differentiating equilibrium value of profit 
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rate with respect to s we get, 

or* ou* a1l'2 
-=71'-=- <0 
8s 8s [(s- (3)11'- 1F (2.14) 

Thus, due to fall in s, both r* and u* increase. Hence the equilibrium level of 
growth rate would also rise. Differentiating equation (2.12) with respect to s we 

get, 

(2.15) 

Thus, a fall in s not only increases u! but g* also. 

An increase in profit-share leads to a decrease in the degree of capacity utilization. 
As the share of profits increases, a shift of income from wage income to profit 
income leads to a decrease in consumption demand. On the other hand due to 
a rise in the share of profit, for a given degree of capacity utilization, investment 
demand increases. As long as s > (3, the negative effect of a rise in profit share 
on consumption demand dominates the positive effect on investment demand. 
Aggregate demand and hence the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization falls. 
Mathematically, 

ou* 
011' _-

a(s- (3) < 0 
[(s- f3)7r- IF (2.16) 

Due to a rise in profit-share, rate of capacity utilization decreases. But what is 
the impact of 7l' on the rate of profit? Differentiating equation (2.11) with respect 
to 7l' we get 

or* au• 
-=u*+1l'-
01l' 011' 

a/ 
= <0 [(s- f3)7r- IF 

Thus due to a rise in 71', r* also decreases. 

(2.17) 

As due to a rise in 7l' both the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization and 
the equilibrium profit rate fall, the equilibrium value of the rate of accumulation 
should also decrease. Differentiating equation (2.12) with respect to 7l' we get, 

og* or* ou* sa, 
-=!3-+1-=- <0 
011' 011' 011' [(s- (3)11'- 1F (2.18) 

There is a positive relation between the rate of mark up(.X) and the share of profit 
( 7l' ) 6 • Therefore due to an increase in .X, the equilibrium values of u, r, and g all 
will decrease. 

6B drr _ 1 > 0 ecause ;v:-~ 
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do 
di 

. ... . 

----t -... 
r•'* u .o.· 

Figur~2 

·_;.-• 

d.£ . . . . 2 
~ = .D0 +· D16 +D26 dr · · · · ·. 

Fieu.r~·3 
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dg* au• 
Then, d1r = j3 + 1 B1r (2.20) 

If the economy is in a stagnationist regime then due to a rise in profit-share, the 
equilibrium rate of capacity utiliz.ation falls (i.e. ~~ < 0). But growth can be 

both wage-led (i.e. ~ < 0) or profit-led (i.e. ~ > 0). 

dg* I 8u*l j3 So, d1r ~ 0 according to whether B1r 5 ~ (2.21) 

A one unit rise in profit share leads to a fall in the equilibrium level of capacity 

utilization by I a;; I units. A fall in capacity utilization has a negative effect on the 
investment demand. Thus due to one unit rise in profit share, through the effect of 
capacity utilization investment demand decreases by 1 I ~~·1 K unit. On the other 
hand a one unit rise in profit share directly raises the investmentment demand by 

j3K unit. If the indirect effect is greater than the direct effect (i.e. if I~~ I > ~ ), 
the effect of a rise in profit share on the equilibrium level of accumulation rate is 
negative and hence we get wage-led growth regime. On the other hand, when the 
latter dominates the previous one, the equilibrium growth rate rises and we get 
profit-led growth regime. But when the economy is in exhilarationist regime, we 
always get profit led growth. 

Instead of the Bhaduri-Marglin kind of investment function, we can use the Kalecki-

Steindl type of investment function 8 to obtain the same result. In that case equi-
librium level of accumulation rate can be represented as, 

g* = a + j3r* + 1u* 

dg* 8u* 
Then, d1r = j3u* + (/31r + 'Y) B1r (2.22) 

dg* au· /3u* 
Thus, -.d· ~ 0 according to whether 1-

8 
I 5 j3 (2.23) 

1r 1r 1r+'Y 
Here again, depending on how strong the effect of change in degree of capacity 
utilization is due to change in share of profit, growth can be wage-led or profit-led. 

Blecker (2002) shows that even with a Bhaduri-Marglin kind of investment func-
tion exhilarationism is not possible when the investment function is of linear form 
or the Cobb-Douglas form. He also points out that in the presence of positive 
saving out of wages, fiscal policy and progressive taxation or international compe-
tition and capital mobility, the exhilarationist regime can be achieved even using 
an investment function that would otherwise imply stagnationism. Assuming a 

8In this type of investment function, investment depends on the rate of profit. For our purpose 
I = [o: + {3r + -yu] K represents the Kalecki-Steindl type of investment function. 
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Bhaduri-Marglin kind of investment function and introducing saving out of wages 
he shows that exhilarationism can be achieved when saving propensity out of 
wages is large enough. As the workers are also savers, because of redistribution of 
income to profits, there is relatively small loss in consumption demand compared 
to increase in investment demand. He also shows that in the stagnationist regime, 
growth can be profit-led as well. 

But in his analysis, he uses Bhaduri-Marglin kind of investment function. How-

ever we can get similar results even in the presence of a Kalecki-Steindl type of 
investment function. In the appendix-A we have discussed how positive saving 
out of wages creates the possibilitiy of an the exhilarationist regime even if we use 
the 'Kalecki-Steindl' type of investment function. 

2.2 Government expenditure and growth 

In this section we will. discuss different kinds of government expenditure and its 
impact on growth in the neo-Kaleckian framework. In Keynesian analysis, al-
though sufficient attention was paid regarding the implication of various kinds 

of government expenditures by its pioneers, the subject was largely overlooked 

later on. According to Commendatore and Pinto (2011), though Kaldor presented 
interesting insights regarding the relationship between the composition of govern-
ment expenditure and long run growth, there was no formal analysis. The formal 
analysis of the impact of government expenditure on growth more or less starts 
with You and Dutt (1996). 

While trying to address the question of whether or not government debt worsens in-
come distribution, You and Dutt show that fiscal expansion has a significant effect 
on the government debt-capital ratio, economic growth and income distribution. 
Their analysis implies a positive relationship between fiscal expansion 9 and the 
rate of economic growth rate in the short-run .. As fiscal expansion increases, ag-
gregate demand and the degree of capacity utilization rises which in turn enhances 
the growth rate. But in the long run, the effect of fiscal expansion on the growth 
rate is ambiguous. This is because while fiscal expansion, through an increase in 
aggregate demand and the degree of capacity utilization, raises the growth rate, it 
can either increase or decrease the government debt-capital ratio ( b'). An increase 

9The increase in fiscal expansion is represented as an increase in the ratio of government 
expenditure to capital stock ('y) 
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in the government debt-capital ratio has a positive impact on the growth rate 10 . 

When a rise in fiscal expansion raises the government debt-capital ratio, fiscal ex-
pansion unambiguously enhances the growth rate. However, when due to a rise in 
the fiscal expansion, the government debt-capital ratio falls then its effect on the 
growth rate is ambiguous and depends on the strength of change in debt-capital 
ratio(&) due to change in the ratio of government expenditure to capital ('y). We 
can represent it mathematically as well. 

Differentiating equilibrium growth rate with respect to 1 we get, 

dg* ag• du* 
d"( = au• d"( 

= a9• [au· do +au*] 
au• ao d"( a, 
ag• au• do ag• au• 

=---+--au• ao d"( au• a"' 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

~~ 88u6•, ~~ are all positive. Therefore if ~ is positive, g* unambiguously rises 

with to a rise in "'· But if ~ is negative then , 

I 
au• 

;; ~ 0 according to whether ~ ~ i (2.26) 

Throughout their analysis Dutt and You however fail to take account of the fact 
' ·/ that fiscal expansion can also influence labour productivity. On the other hand, \f ........ 
~,~ . labour productivity itself can influence the share of profit which has an impact " ) \._, on the growth rate. Certain kinds of government expenditure enhance labour 

· .f ·productivity. An increase in labour productivity increases the profit share u. Thus 
if we incorporate this argument, then equation (2.24) can be modified as 

dg* ag• du* ag• d1r -=--+--d"( au• d"( a1f d"f (2.27) 

= ag• [au• d1r + au• do + au*] + ag• d1r 
au• a7r d"( ao d"( a"' a7r d! 

= [ag• au• + ag*] d7r + ag• au· do + ag• au· 
au• a1f a7r d"f au• ao d"( au• fh 

10This is because, as debt-capital ratio rises, interest income of the capitalists increases which 
leads to a rise in consumption demand which in turn increases aggregate demand and the degree 
of capacity utilization. Increase in the degree of capacity utilization through the accelerator 
effect enhances the rate of investment and capital accumulation. 

11 This will be discussed in detail in the next chapter ( page no.- 23). 
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d~~ ~·a~~ a~a~ 
=--+---+--

d1f d-y au• ao d"( au• a"( 
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(2.28) 

Now the analysis is more complex. Even when ~ is positive, the effect of fiscal 
expansion on growth rate is ambiguous . 

In a later contribution in the neo-Kaleckian tradition, Commendatore and Pinto 
(2011) analyze the impact of different kinds of government expenditure on capacity 

utilization and growth. There analysis is briefly discussed below. 

In a single-good closed economy framework the output is given as 

Y = aL ~ bK = yP (2.29) 

The price of the good is assumed to be numeraire. They introduce two differ-

ent types of public expenditure: government consumption expenditure ( Cc) and 
public provision of capital (/c). 

Because of balanced budget assumption the following equation must hold : 

T = Cc + fc 

T Cc fc =}-=-+-K K K (2.30) 

They assume public provision of capital positively affects the capital productivity 
by enhancing potential output-capital ratio i.e. 

where b' ( '-ff) > 0 and b" ( '-ff) ~ 0 

For b( '-ff) they have choosen a linear form: 

b( ~) = bo + b1 ( ~) with b0 and b1 both are positive. 

he rate of profit can be written as 

p p y yP 
r = - = --- = 1rub K yyP K (2.31) 

Unlike the previous section (section 2.1) since the potential output-capital ratio is 
no longer fixed, J? can't be used as a proxy for the degree of capacity utilization. 
Rather frs is used as the degree of capacity utilization (u). Now equation (2.30) 
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can be written as 

(2.32) 

where t is the tax rate. 

In the economy workers do not save, while capitalists save a fraction, s, of their 
income. So the after-tax total savings can be represented as 

S = sP(l- t) (2.33) 

Thus the saving-capital ratio can be written as 

s p - = s(l- t)- = sr(l- t) K K (2.34) 

Investment decisions can be wrj.tten as, 

I Ic 
K = a + fiu + -y( K) (2.35) 

where a, /3, 'Yare positive constants. The first term a represents the 'animal spirit'. 
Investment depends positively on the rate of capacity utilization and on public 

investment. According to them a higher (If) may strengthen firms' incentive to 

invest through crowding-in effect. 

Their conclusions on the effects of government expenditure on equilibrium capacity 
utilization and growth can be summarized as follows: 

1. When government size is allowed to vary, the effect of government con-
sumption expenditure in terms of capital stock on both equilibrium capacity 
utilization and equilibrium growth rate is unambiguously positive, while the 
effect of government capital expenditure in terms of capital stock, on the rate 
of capacity utilization and capital accumulation is ambiguous and depends on 
the responsiveness of capital productivity to government investment-capital 
ratio ( b1) and the strength of 'crowding in' effect ( 'Y). When the effect of b1 is 
sufficiently small or the effect of 'Y is sufficiently large, an increase in govern-
ment investment-capital ratio can increase the degree of capacity utilization 
and the growth rate12 • Those two parameters are also crucial to determine 
the relative effectiveness of these two kinds of government expenditure. 

2. When the government size is fixed, the effect of a change in the composition 
of public expenditure on the growth rate depends on the ratio ( ~) as follows: 

12 in both cases, government budget is balanced 
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For a sufficiently large value of (h) a shift in the composition in favour of 
'Y 

public investment expenditure enhances growth; whereas for smaller values 

of ( ~) various possibilities may occur: 

• starting from a zero public investment expenditure, a shift in favour of pub-
lic investment expenditure can slow down the growth initially and increase 

it subsequently. Here, the highest growth rate is achieved when the gov-

ernment consumption expenditure is zero(i.e. government spends its entire 

expenditure on investment purposes) 

• starting from a zero public investment expenditure, a shift in favour of public 
investment expenditure can slow down growth initially and increase it sub-
sequently. Here, 'the highest growth rate is achieved when the government 

investment expenditure is zero(i.e. government spends its expenditure fully 
on consumption purposes) 

• an increase in government investment expenditure slows down growth for 
any possible public expenditure composition 

In the analysis by Commendatore and Pinto (2011), government investment ex-

penditure influences capital productivity. On the other hand capital productivity 
itself has a negative impact on the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization. Thus 
whether an increase in public investment expenditure increases u•and g• depends 
on the strength of negative effect on aggregate demand which comes through 
the enhancement of capital productivity and the strength of positive effect on 
aggregate demand which comes from the increase in investment demand due to 
crowding-in effect. But the ratio of physical capital to output is nearly constant.It 
is one of the stylized facts given by Kaldor. The long-term data also shows the 
same result 13 . On the other hand, government investment expenditure like ex-
penditure on streets and highways, electricity, gas and water supply, hospital, 
education can enhance labour productivity as well. But the analysis of impact of 
government expenditure on labour productivity is absent here (in Commendatore 
and Pinto (2011)). 

Dutt (2013) analyzes the impact of different kinds of government expenditure on 
aggregate demand and growth in the short run as well as in the long run in a 
single-good closed economy framework. Unlike Commendatore and Pinto (2011), 
in his analysis Yf- is fixed and is not influenced by the government investment 

13Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004) 
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expenditure. Thus * can be used as a proxy for the degree of capacity utilization. 
In his analysis he assumes that the government budget is balanced and the gov-
ernment does not carry any debt. So the balanced budget equation can be written 
as 

tY = Cc + Ic 

He assumes that the government investment expenditure is proportional to the 
aggregate real income i.e. Ic =BY. Thus the above equation can be written as 

tY = Cc+BY 

So when government budget is fixed, a rise in e represents the shift of government 
expenditure from consumption to investment purposes. He assumes that there is 
a homogenous class of people who save a fraction, s, of disposable income. So the 
aggregate consumtion demand can be given as 

C=(l-s)(l-t)Y 

He also assumes the private investment function depends positively on u and (Iff) 
as follows : 

The good market is in equilibrium when 

"' Y=C+I+Cc+lc 

* 'Y ::::}11,=-------
s(l - t) - "11 - "120 

The equilibrium rate of accumulation can be given by, 

The result of the analysis regarding the impact of government expenditure on the 
rate of capacity utilization and the growth rate are summarized below. 

In the short run, both kinds of government expenditure - government consump-
tion and investment expenditure enhance aggregate demand and hence degree of 
capacity utilization. Increase in capacity utilization increases the growth rate. So, 
both kinds of government expenditure have positive effects on aggregate demand, 
degree of capacity utilization and accumulation rate. But government investment 
expenditure due to its 'crowding-in' effect on private investment increases invest-
ment and hence aggregate demand further. Thus the degree of capacity utilization 
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and the growth rate both are higher in this case compared to the case of an increase 
in government consumption expenditure. In a balanced budget situation, when 
total revenue is given in the short run, a switch from government consumption 
to investment expenditure, does not increase the level of aggregate demand di-
rectly, but its indirect effect through 'crowding-in' of private investment increases 
aggregate demand, the degree of capacity utilization and the growth rate. 

Then he introduces the endogenous technological change where the long-run rate 
of growth of the economy is determined by both demand and supply forces. In the 
long run, both kinds of government expenditure have positive effect on growth rate. 
But a switch from government consumption to government investment expenditure 
increases the growth rate. In other word, government investment expenditure is 
more effective in the long run too. The reason is two folded. First, it 'crowds-in' 
private investment. Second, it influences the speed of adjustment for technological 
change positively. 

Then he relaxes the balanced budget assumption by allowing the government to 
run a deficit and incur debt. Now government tax revenue can be represented by 

T = t(Y + iD) 

where t is the tax rate, Y is the real aggregate productive income, i is the interested 
rate that is paid by the government, and D is the real stock of government debt. 

He assumes that government consumption expenditure and government invest-
ment expenditure depend on the income level of the economy. 

Thus current government consumption expenditure is now given by 

Ca = rJY 

Investment expenditure is given by 

fa =BY 

Dutt assumes the entire government deficit is financed by issuing government debt. 
So, the change in debt with respect to time is given by, 

~~ = (Ca+ fa) -T+·iD 
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The consumption function is now 

C = (1- s)(1- t)(Y + iD) 

Investment function is given by, 

where 14 is the coefficient measuring responsiveness of investment due to change in 
o. Here the fourth term entering in the investment function, represents th~ financial 
crowding-out effect 14 • The short run equilibrium degree of capacity utilization for 
this model is 

* 1 + [(1- s)(1- t)i -ls]o u =--~~~--~--~--~---
s(1 - t) + t - 11 - 0(1 + 12) - rJ 

From the above equation it is clear that in the short run, the effect of a rise in 
o on u* is ambiguous and it depends on the sign of (1- s)(1 - t)i -13 . If the 
financial crowding out is weak (strong), i.e. if Is is small (large) then the effect of 
a rise in o on u*may be positive (negative). When d~· < 0, the effect of a rise in o 
on g*is negative. But if d~· > 0, the effect of a rise in 0 on g*is then unambiguous. 

In Dutt (2013), the long-run the dynamics of the ratio of debt to capital is given 

as, 

where r = [(1- s)(1 """7 t)i -13] and A= [s(1- t) + t -11- 0(1 + 12)- ry] > 0. 
We can write the above equation as 

Here D0 is positive. So depending on the signs of D1 and D2 various shapes 
regarding the relation between ~ and o can take place. If D1 and D2 both have 
positive signs then the equation : = D0 + D1o - D2o2 would be inverted "U" 
shaped. On that case, the existing unique equilibrium is stable equilibrium. If 
D1 < 0 and D2 > 0 then the equation : = Do+ D1o- D2o2would be negatively 
sloped. On that case again, the existing unique equilibrium is stable equilibrium. 
On the other hand if D1 and D2 both have negative signs then the equation :~ = 

Do+ D16- D262 would be "U" shaped. Thus although the government runs in 
deficit and incurs debt, it is not necessarily the case that the ratio of public debt 
to capital rises without bound. 

14 According to Dutt (2013) alhough the empirical evidence on whether 'Y3 > 0 is not clear, he 
includes the negative effect to allow crowding out effect. 
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In the next chapter we make a neo-Kaleckian growth model to see the impact 
of government expenditure on aggregate demand, employment rate and the eco-
nomic growth. Our analysis departs from Commendatore and Pinto (2011) on the 
ground that here instead of capital productivity, labour productivity is influenced 
by public investment expenditure. Unlike Dutt (2013), allowing different classes 
in the economy, we come to a conclusion which is different from Dutt (2013). 



Chapter 3 

The Model 

We assume a simple one-sector neo-Kaleckian growth model in which the economy 
consists of two classes: capitalists and workers. Workers consume whatever they 
earn while capitalists save a fraction of their income. Capitalists' saving propensity 
out of the current income is given by" s" where 0 < s < 1. 

Income is distributed between wages and profits: 

pY = WL+rpK (3.1) 

where p is price level, Y is real income, W is nominal wage rate, L is total amount 
of labour employment, K is the existing capital stock, r is the real rate of profit. 

There is excess supply of labour and no depreciation of capital in the economy. 
The production function is of Leontief type i.e. 

yP y 
Y = min{ aL, bK} = aL, b = K > K (3.2) 

Where YPis the potential output level. So the actual output is below the potential 
output level. 

The market is oligopolistic in nature where price is determined by mark-up on 
prime cost. For simplicity we assume away cost of raw materials and overhead 
cost. We assume here that the only cost is the labour cost. So price is given by 

WL 
p= (1+A)Y 

W 
=? p = (1 +A)-. 

a 

22 

(3.3) 
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where >. is the rate of mark-up and a = f is labour productivity. 

Total wage share = ~f =;,where w is real wage rate. 

So, share of profit 1r = (1 - ;) 

From this equation we can conclude that share of profit depends on labour pro-
ductivity and real wage rate. 

Real wage rate itself depends on labour productivity i.e. w = w(a). But the 
rate of change in the real wage rate with respect to labour productivity depends 
on the bargaining power of the workers which in turn depends on the prevailing 
employment rate and the extent of unionization. We assume cw,a < 1 i.e.elasticity 
of real wage rate with respect to labour productivity is less than one 1. As a 
consequence, if labour productivity increases, wage share ; decreases which in 
turn increases the share of profit. Thus, 1r1 (a) > 0 i.e. change in share of profit 
due to change in labour productivity is positive. 

We assume that there are two types of government expenditure: government con-
sumption expenditure, denoted by Cc and government investment expenditure 
denoted by lc. We also assume that government investme~t expenditure is pro-

portional to the aggregate real income i.e. Ic = BY, where B represents govern-
ment investment-output ratio. Government raises revenue through an income tax. 
Total tax revenue is T = tY, where t is the tax rate. For simplicity, we assume 
that the government budget is balanced. So, 

t.Y = Cc + lc {3.4) 

If t and() are fixed, this equation can be satisfied through adjustment in Ca. Given 
the tax rate, if () increases then government consumption expenditure must fall. 
Thus for a given aggregate government expenditure, a change in the parameter 
() represents a change in fiscal policy i.e. here changes in () represents changes 
in fiscal policy related to the government's decision as to how much to spend on 
consumption and how much to spend on investment. 

Total savings as a proportion of capital stock is expressed as 

s 
· K = s(l- t)r = s(l - t)1r(a).u (3.5) 

1 In developing countries, a large number of workers are employed in unorganized sectors( eg. 
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh) where either they don't have any organized labour union or the 
union is too weak to have strong bargaining power. On the other hand, in developed countries 
as well, the workers may not be able to fully internalize the increase in productivity through 
proportionate increases in the real wage rate. (Carter (2007), Sharpe et al. (2008a), (2008b)) 
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h p .p y ( ) w ere, r = K = v. K = 1r a . u 

P represents total profit, f =share of profit = 1r(a) and u is the output-capital 
ratio which is used as a proxy for degree of capacity utilization 2 (Dutt 1984, 1987, 
1990). 

We assume that there is excess capacity in the economy (i.e u < 1) 

The investment function in the economy is given by 

I a 
I= [/+')'1u+/'2(1-t)r+!'3(K)]K 

I 
or, K = [!' + !'1U + !'2(1- t).1r(a).u + ')'3.B.u] 

where')', ')'1 , ')'2 , ')'3 all are positive parameters. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

I' represents the autonomous part of the investment function. Following Rowthorn(1981) 
and Dutt(1984,1987), we assume that investment depends positively on the de-
gree of capacity utilization ( u ), the rate of profit ( r) and the ratio of government 

investment to capital stock ( J;). ')'1 indicates the responsiveness of investment to 
a change in u. Similarly ')'2 and ')'3 indicate the responsiveness of investment due 
to a change in the rate of profit and the ratio of government investment to capital 
respectively. The positive effect of u is the static equivalent of the accelerator 
effect. The relationship between investment and the degree of capacity utilization 
and investment and the rate of profit has been discussed in the previous chap-
ter. Here let us focus on the last variable in the investment function- the ratio of 
government investment expenditure to capital stock. Following Dutt (2013) and 
Taylor (1991) we can say that government investment expenditure has a positive 
impact on private investment because of a "crowding in 3" effect. 

Certain kinds of government investment expenditure (like expenditure on part of 
infrastructure, education and health facilities, water and electricity supply ) have 
a positive impact on labour productivity as well. So we can say a = a(B) and 
a' (0) > 0 i.e. labour productivity depends positively on the ratio of government 
investment to output4• 

2 As long as the potential output-capital ratio is fixed, actual output-capital ratio can be used 
as a proxy for the degree of capacity utilization 

3Government investment on infrastructure, education, water supply, health facilities etc 
boosts private investment through its complementary and other external effects. Again it raises 
the future profitability of private capital formation. 

4Government investment expenditures like expenditure on health, roads, electricity and wa-
ter supply have an impact on labour productivity within a fairly short period. On the other 
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3.1 Short-run equilibrium 

In the short run, the goods market is cleared through changes in the level of output 
and capacity utilization. 

In equilibrium, saving must be equal to investment. 

I S 
i.e. I< = I< 

=> 'Y +"flU+ 'Y2(1- t).1r(a).u + "(3JJ.u = s(l- t).1r(a).u 

=> u* = 'Y (3 8) 
(s- 'Y2)(1 - t)1r(a) - 'Y1 - 'Y3e · 

u*is the equilibrium level of capacity utilization. 

The equilibrium is stable if and only if the induced increase in saving as u rises is 
greater than the induced increase in investment i.e. 

s(l- t)1r(a) > 'Y2(l- t)1r(a) + 'Yl + 'Y3e 

or, (s- 'Y2)(1- t)1r(a)- 'Y1 - 'Y3e > 0 (3.9) 

In other word, for the equilibrium to be stable the denominator of u* must be 
positive. 

Putting the equilibrium value of degree of capacity utilization in equation (3.7) 
we get the equilibrium value of growth rate as, 

(3.10) 

3.1.1 Comparative statics 

In this subsection we will focus on the effect of a change in parameters on the 
equilibrium degree of capacity utilization. 

Proposition 1 : An increase in either of s or 1r causes a fall in the 
equilibrium level of u while an increase in either of "f, "(1,')'2,')'3,and t leads 
to an increase in the equilibrium level of u. 
hand, a few kind of government investment expenditures like expenditure on education affects 
labour productivity with a long time lag. For simplicity, we assume that government investment 
expenditure is mainly of the first type. This type of government expenditure has the potential 
to influence the current profitability of private investment and thus this is different from the 
crowding in effect where the future profitability of private capital formation is influenced. 
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Proof: Differentiating equation (3.8)with respect to s we get, 

du* = -)'(1 - t)1r(a) 
2 

< 0 
ds [(s- )'2)(1- t)1r(a) - 1'1 - )'38] 

(3.11) 

Differentiating equation (3.8)with respect to 1r we get, 

-)'(S- /'2){1- f;) 
. 2 < 0 

[(s- 1'2)(1- t)1r(a)- 1'1- /'30] 
(3.12) 

Differentiating equation (3.8) with respect to T' we get, 

du* 1 
-= >0 
df' (s- 1'2)(1- t)1r(a)- 1'1- )'38 

(3.13) 

Differentiating equation (3.8)with respect to )'1 we get, 

(3.14) 

Differentiating equation (3.8) with respect to )'2 we get, 

(3.15) 

Differentiating equation (3.8)with respect to )'3 we get, 

(3.16) 

Differentiating equation (3.8) with respect to t we get, 

_du_* = f'(s- T'2)1r(a) 
2 

> 0 
dt [(s- )'2)(1- t)1r(a)- 1'1- )'38] 

(3.17) 

••• 
The equilibrium level of u increases with the level of autonomous investment I'· 
But it falls with a rise in the saving rate of the capitalists 5. 

Here ~~ < 0 i.e the economy is in a stagnationist regime. This is because s > )'2, 

i.e positive effect on investment demand due to rise in 1r is less than the negative 
effect on consumption demand due to rise in ?T. 

AB )'1 increases, the accelerator effect of u on investment demand rises, which in 
turn raises aggregate demand and hence equilibrium level of u. 

5This is the paradox of thrift( Rowthorn,1981). 
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As "12 increases, equilibrium level of u also increases. This is because, an increase 
in "/2, for a given profit rate, leads to an increase in investment demand which in 
turn increases the aggregate demand and hence the degree of capacity utilization. 
Similarly, as "/3 increases, for a given B, investment demand increases which in 
turn raises the aggregate demand and hence the degree of capacity utilization. 

The tax rate has a positive impact on the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization. 
This is mainly because of the balanced budget assumption. Per unit increase in tax 
rate reduces consumption for capitalists by (1- s)rr unit, while the consumption 
for workers decreases by (1 - rr) unit. By reducing the after tax profit rate, it 
also reduces investment demand by 1211" unit. But the entire tax revenue is spent 
by the government and so the aggregate demand increases by one unit. As the 
increase in the government spending is higher than the reduction of consumption 
and investment demand 6 , an increase in the tax rate increases the equilibrium 
level of degree of capacity utilization. 

A rise in t leads to an increase in the government consumption expenditure for . 
a given () because of the balanced budget assumption. Thus we get a positive 
relationship between government consumption expenditure and the equilibrium 
degree of capacity utilization. All these results are qualitatively similar to those 
obtained by Dutt (2013). 

Next we focus on fiscal policy and its impact on aggregate demand and growth. 
B £ d f h l d. b h . f !!JL. !!JL. d1r !!JL. au• au• e ore we procee urt er, et us 1scuss a out t e s1gn o au•, Drr, d8, ao , ao' 7ii 
which are essential for the proof of proposition 2, 3 and 4. 

8g* 
-8 = ["11 + 12(1- t)rr(a) + "/38] > 0 

u* 

8g* 
Brr = "!2(1 - t)u* > 0 

8g* ae = "f3U* > 0 

du* 8u* -1(s- "!2)(1- t) 
drr = 8rr = [(s- 12)(1- t)rr(a)- 11 - 138] 2 < 0 

8u* "11 -= 3 >0 
88 [(s- 12)(1- t)rr(a)- 11 - 138] 2 

drr drr da 
dB= da'd() >O 

6 

as (1- 1r) + (1- s)1r + 121r < 1 
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Proposition 2 : The effect of a switch in government expenditure from . 
consumption to investment purposes on the equilibrium degree of capac-
ity utilisation depends on the product of €11 ,a and €a,6 as follows: d;; ~ 0 

d . t h th < .J,, h .J. 136 dna d 
aCCO~ zng 0 W e er Cn.a•Ca1(J > f.//1 W ere f.// = (s-')'2 )(1-t).n(a) 1 Cn,a = da {j an 
c - da(J 
"'a,B- d6a 

Proof: Differentiating equation (3.8) with respect to (} we get, 

du* 8u* d1f da au• 
dB = 81r da dB + 8B 

Putting the values of ~~ and 88~ on the above equation we get, 

du* -l'[(s- 1'2)(1- t)~.~- /'a] 
d(} [(s- 1'2)(1- t).1r(a)- 1'1- ')'a8J2 

du*· -')' 11~a)[(s- 1'2)(1- t).€n,a·€a,6- /'3 11{a)J 
~--=--~--~~--~~--------~~ 

d(} [(s- 1'2)(1- t)1r(a)- 1'1- ')'a8J2 

du* > . < 1'3(} 
So, d(} < 0 accordmg to whether €u.€a,6 > ( )( ) ( ) = V; s- /'2 1 - t .1r a 

••• 
It follows that if the product of the elasticity of profit share with respect to labour 
productivity (cu) and the elasticity of labour productivity with respect to the 
ratio of government investment to output (ca,6) is greater (less) than a critical value 
(let's say V;) then effect of(} on u* is negative (positive). But when the product 

of cu and €a,6 is equal to the critical level V;, then government consumption 
and government investment expenditure both have same degree of impact on the 
degree of capacity utilization and so a switch in government expenditure from 
consumption to investment does not raises the equilibrium degree of capacity 
utilization. 

The economic intuition behind the result is that a rise in (} raises labour produc-
tivity which in turn raises profit share. Due to a rise in profit share investment 
demand rises. But on the other hand due to redistribution of income from wages to 
profits, consumption demand decreases. Given our assumptions, the latter effect 
dominates the previous one and so the rise in share of profit reduces the degree of 
capacity utilization 7• On the other hand, a rise in B directly raises the investment 
demand through the crowding-in effect leading to a rise in aggregate demand and 
the degree of capacity utilization. 

7Bhaduri and Marglin(1990) named it as the stagnationist regime. 
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So the final impact of a change in () on the degree of capacity utilization depends 
on the relative strength of the direct effect of () on u and its indirect effect on 
u through the change in the share of profit. When the elasticities have lower 
values then a change in () has lower impact on labour productivity and a change 
in labour productivity has lower impact on profit share. So the indirect effect of () 
on u through the change in the profit share is comparatively lower and as a result 
the direct effect of() on u dominates the indirect effect. On the other hand when 
the above elasticities have sufficiently high values then the indirect effect of () on 
u dominates the direct effect and thus the impact of () on u is negative. 

Proposition 1 implies that the economy is always in the stagnationist regime. 
Although there is wage-led expansion in the economy, whether the growth is of 
wage-led or profit-led will be cleared from the following proposition. 

Proposition 3 : In this stagnationist regime, only wage-led growth can 
be attained. 

Proof: Differentiating equation (3.10) with respect to 1r we get, 

dg* 8g* du* 8g* -=--+-d7r au• d7r 87r 

du* 
= { 1'1 + 1'2(1- t)1r(a) + 'Ya()} d;" + 1'2(1- t)u* 

Putting the values of ~~ and u* in the above equation we get, 

dg* { -')'(s- 1'2)(1- t) } 
- = b1 + /'2(1- t)1r(a) + 'Yae} 2 d1r [(s- 1'2)(1 - t)1r(a) - 1'1 - ')'ae] 

+1'2(1 - t) { 'Y } (s- /'2)(1- f;)1r(a)- 1'1- 'YaB 

-')'s(1- t)(/'1 + fha) 0 = 2< [(s- 1'2)(1- t)1r(a)- 1'1 -/'a()] 
dg* 

Thus d1r < 0 

Thus in our discussion, in the stagnationist regime we always get wage-led growth. 

From proposition 2 we come to know the relationship between 8 and the equilib-
rium degree of capacity utilization. Now in proposition 4 we will discuss about 
the impact of a change in () on the equilibrium rate of capital accumulation. 
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Proposition 4 : The effect of a switch in government expenditure from 
consumption to investment purposes on the equilibrium rate of accumu-
lation depends on the product of c:1r,a and Ea,o as follows: 1-5- ~ 0 accoding 
to whether C:1r.a·C:a,o ~ p ; where p = 11!~30 
Proof : Differentiating the equilibrium rate of capital accumulation with respect 
to B we get, 

dg* 8g* du* 8g* d~ 8g* 
de = 8u * . d() + a~ . dB + 8() 

[ 
du* .d~ • 

= 1'1 + 1'2(1- t)~(a) + /'38] dfJ + 1'2(1- t)u dfJ + /'3U 

[ 
-l'[(s- 1'2)(1- t) d1r - 1'3] l 

= [1'1 + 1'2(1- t)~(a) + /'38] [(s- 1'2)(1- t).~(a) ,:0/'1- /'3()]2 

+ [-v2(1 - t) d~ + 'V3] [ I' l 1 
d() 

1 (s- /'2)(1- t)~(a) - 1'1 - /'3f) 

Sf'(1 - t)~ [1'3()- (1'1 + /'38)c:u.C:a,o] 

8[(s- 1'2)(1- t).~(a)- 1'1- /'38]2 

dg* > . < /'3() 
Thus d.() < 0 accordmg to whether C:u.C:a,o > () = p 

/'1 + /'3 

fJ can affect g in three ways: first its direct effect on g which we call "crowding in" 
effect; second, its effect through the share of profit and finally its effect through 
u*. So even if fJ has a negative effect on u*, if the positive effect of fJ on the share 

of profit and its direct effect on g* ("crowding in" effect) is very high, then these 

two can more than compensate the negative effect. That is when Eu.C:a,o > '1/J, 

d~· < 0. But, as p > '1/J, if '1/J < Eu.C:a,o < p then ¥a > 0 and if p < C:1r.a·C:a,O then 
1:£- < 0. Of course when the effect of fJ on u* is positive then due to rise in fJ, g* 

rises unambiguously. That is when C:u.C:a,o < '1/J, d~· > 0. And as c:u.'c:a,o < 'ljJ , 
~ so C:1r.a·C:a,O < p and then dO > 0. 

3.1.2 A more general case: when workers also save 

So far our analysis has been based on the assumption that workers do not save. 
Now we drop the assumption to observe whether there is any qualitative change 
in term of the results in the previous section. Let's assume workers save a fraction 
sw of their wage income. We also assume capitalists saving propensity ( Sp) is 
higher than that of workers. 
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So total private saving in the economy is given by, 

S = sp(1- t)P + sw(1- t)W 

s => K = (sp- sw )(1- t)r + sw(1- t)u 

The economy is in equilibrium when, 

I S 
-=-K K 

31 

(3.18) 

=> 1 + II'U + 12(1 - t)1r(a)u + l3(}u = (1 - t)(sp- sw )1r(a)u + sw(1- t)u 

=> u* = 1 (3 19) 
(sp- sw- 12)(1- t)1r(a) + sw(1- t)- 11- 138 · 

For stability, induced increase in saving as u rises must be greater than the induced 
increase in investment. That is, we require, 

(sp- sw )(1 - t)1r(a) + sw(1 - t) > 11 + 12(1 - t)1r(a) + 138 (3.20) 

or, (sp- sw- 12)(1- t)1r(a) + sw(1- t)- 11 - 138 > 0 (3.21) 

In other words, we need the denominator of u* to be positive. 

So the stability condition can be satisfied if 

11 + 138- (sp- 12)(1- t)1r 
sw > _;___;__(.,--1--~t,.....,.) (-1 -~1f )_;____.:._ (3.22) 

The following proposition due to Blecker (2002) provides the sufficient condition 
for the economy to be in a stagnationist regime or in an exhilarationist regime. 

Proposition 5 : Whether the economy is in a stagnationist regime or in 
an exhilarationist regime depends on the value of sw as follows : {i) if 
sw < (sp- 12) then the economy is in a stagnationist regime and {ii) if 
sw > (sp- 12) then the economy is in an exhilarationist regime. 

Proof : Differentiating the equilibrium level of u* with respect to 1r we get, 

du* · -1(sp- sw- 12)(1- t) 
-= 2 d1r [(sp- sw- 12)(1- t)1r(a) + sw(l- t)- 11- 138] 

. d * 
Thus if sw < (sp- 12) then d: < 0 (3.23) 
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du* 
And if sw > (sp -12) then d1r > 0 

•o• 
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(3.24) 

If the saving propensity out of wages is high enough then due to redistribution of 
income from workers to capitalists, consumption demand falls by (sp - sw) per 
unit income transferred from wages to profits. On the other hand, due to increase 
in profitability, investment demand rises by 12 per unit increase in profits. As 
(3.24) shows, if the latter effect dominates the former, the equilibrium degree of 
capacity utilization rises due to a rise in the share of profit. Following a similar 
argument, we can say that when (sp- sw - 12) > 0 then the economy is in a 
stagnationist regime (i,.e. ~; < 0). So depending on the sign of (sp- sw -12) 

the economy may be either in a stagnationist or in an exhilarationist regime. 

Now we will analyse the impact of a rise in 8 on u* and g*. Before we proceed 
further, let us discuss about the sign of~'~,:, ¥o-, ~~·, ~~ . 

8g* 
-
8 

= [11 + 12(1- t)1r(a) + 138] > o 
u* 

8g* 
D1r = 12(1- t)u* > 0 

8g* * 
88 = 13u > o 

du* 8u* -1(sp- sw -12)(1- t) =-= 2 
d1r 81r [(sp- sw -12)(1- t)1r(a) + sw(1 - t) -11 -138] 

du* > . < So, d1r < 0 accordmg to whether (sp -12) > sw 

8u* II = 3 >0 
80 [(sp- sw -12)(1 - t)1r(a) + sw(1- t) -11 -la0]2 

d1r drr da 
dO= da.dO >O 

Let's discuss the effect of a rise in 8 on u* first. 

Proposition 6 : When workers also save, an increase in () leads to an 
unambiguous increase in the equilibrium degree of capacity utilisation in 
the exhilarationist regime, while in the stagnationist regime, the effect 
of a rise in () on the equilibrium degree of capacity utilisation depends 
on the product of c1r,a and ca,o as follows: d:O' ~ 0 according to whether 

< .t,' h .t,1 0 dtr a d da li 
ctr,a·ca,li > o/ ; W ere o/ = (sp-sw-'Y2)(1-t)tr(a) ' ctr,a = da 0 an ca,li = dli a' 

Proof: Let's discuss the exhilarationist regime first. 
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Differentiating the quilibrium degree of capacity utilisation with respect to 8 we 

get, 
du* ou* dtr ou* 
de = o1r · d8 + 88 

If the economy is in exhilarationist regime then ~~ > 0. :; and 88~· are also 
positive. So, d~· is unambiguously positive. 

Now suppose the economy is in stagnationist regime.Then, 

du* ou* dtr ou* 
de = o1r · d8 + 88 

_ { --y(sp-sw-")'2)(1-t) } rhr + { 113 } 
- [(sp-sw -")'2)(1-t)rr(a)+sw(1-t)-"Yl-..Y3o]2 d8 [(sp -sw-")'2)(1-t)n(a)+sw(1-t)-"Y1-"Y30]2 

= 2 [(sp- sw- '!'2)(1- t)tr(a) + sw(1- t)- '1'1 - ')'38] 
-')' [(sp- sw- '!'2)(1- t):.:- '/'3] 

-')'.qp [(sp- sw- '!'2)(1- t)cn,a·ca,fJ- '1'3-;rfu] 
= 2 [(sp- sw- '!'2)(1- t)tr(a) + sw(1- t)- '1'1- ')'38] 

du* > . < ')'38 , 
So, d8 < 0 accordmg to whether cn,a·ca,fJ :;: ( )( ) ( ) = 'ljJ sp- sw- '1'2 1- t 1r a 

•a• 
Above proposition implies that while in the exhilarationist regime an increase in 
8 always has a positive impact on the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization, 
in the stagnationist regime the effect of a rise in 8 on u* depends on some critical 

value of the product of crr.a and ca,fJ· If the product of cu and ca,fJ exceeds (less 
than) the critical value ( let's say '1/.J') then the effect of a rise in 8 on u*is negative 
(positive). In that sense there is no qualitatively difference from the situation 
where workers do not save. Only the critical value changes. 

In propositions 7 and 8 we discuss the impact of a change in 8 on the equilibrium 
rate of capital accumulation. 

Proposition 7 : When workers also save, an increase in (} leads to an 
unambiguous increase in the equilibrium rate of accumulation in the 
exhilarationist regime. 

Proof : Differentiating the equilibrium rate of accumulation with respect to (} we 
get, 

dg* 8g* du* 8g* dtr 8g* 
de= au·· dO + 8tr. dO+ 88 
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!::1.9* !::lg• d'fr !::lq* U U II U, 11 , , 
ou*, 07r , d(), ()() are a posttlve. 

From Proposition 6 we know that when the economy is in exhilarationist regime 
d~· is positive. 

dg* 
So, dB > 0 

Proposition 8: When workers also save, m the stagnationist regime 
the effect of a switch in government expenditure from consumption 
to investment purposes on the equilibrium rate of accumulation de-
pends on the product of crr,a and ca,9 as follows: ,; ~ 0 accoding to 

h th < 1 , h 1 _ {(sp-sw)rr+sw }'y3(} _ drr!! d w e er c11".a·ca,9 > p , w ere p - 1r{{sp-sw)("Yt+"Y39)-sw"'f2(l-t)}, c1r,a- da 9 an 
c - da(} 
'-a,(} - d(} (;' 

Proof: Differentiating the equilibrium rate of capital accumulation with respect 
to B we get, 

dg* og* du* og* d7r og* 
de= ou•'di + 07r. d8 + ()() 

[ 
du* • d1r • 

= ')'1 + 1'2(1- t)1r(a) + ')'38] de+ 1'2(1- t)u dB + ')'3U 

= ['Yt + 1'2(1- t)7r(a) + 1'38] [ -'Y[(sp- sw- 1'2)(1- t)~- 1'3] l 
[(sp- sw- 1'2)(1- t)1r(a) + sw(1- t)- 1'1- ')'38]2 

+ [1'2(1 - t) d7r + 1'3] [ ')' l d8 (sp- sw- 1'2)(1- t)1r(a) + sw(1- t)- 1'1- ')'3fJ 

= 
1'(1 - t)n [ { (sp - sw )n + sw }!'3~ - { (1'1 + ')'38) (sp - sw) - sw'Y2(1 !.... t)}cu.ca,9] 

8[(sp- sw- 1'2)(1- t)n(a) + sw(1- t)- 1'1- ')'38)2 

dg* > . < { ( s p - sw )n + sw }!'38 
Thus de < 0 accordmg to whether Cu.ca,(l > { ( ) ( e) ( )} = p 

7r S p - Sw 1'1 + ')'3 - SWf'2 1 - t 

••• 
So when the economy is in an exhilarationist regime, due to a rise in 8, the equi-
librium rate of capital accumulation unambiguously rises. But when the economy 
is in a stagnationist regime, the effect of a rise in () on g* depends on the value of 
the product of crr.a and ca,O· If the product of c1r.a and ca,(} exceeds (less than) the 
critical value ( let's say p1

) then the effect of a rise in f) on g* is negative (positive). 
In that sense there is no qualitatively difference from the situation where workers 
do not save. Only the critical value changes. 
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3.2 Issues regarding the employment rate 

In this section we focus on the employment rate in the economy. 

Equilibrium level of employment rate e* can be written as: 

e* = !:_ = y L K = u*~ko = u*k 
N KYN a 

(3.25) 

where, N is the total supply of labour which is fixed in the short-run, k0 is the 
ratio of capital stock to total supply of labour and k( = aljy) is the ratio of capital 
stock to the productive labour supply. 

Proposition 9 : An increase in s causes a fall in the equilibrium level 

of employment rate while an increase in either of "f,"fl,'Y2,'Y3,and t leads 

to an increase in the e*. 

Proof: We know, 
e* = u*k (3.26) 

Differentiating equation (3.25) with respect to s we get, 

de* du* 
-=k-<0 
ds ds 

Similarly differentiating equation (3.25) with respect to "f, "(1, "(2, "(3, t we get, 

de* du* 
-=k->0 
d'Y d"f 

de* du* 
-=k->0 
d"fl d'Yl 

de* du* 
-=k->0 
d"f2 d'Y2 

de* du* 
-. =k-, >0 
d"f3 d"f3 

de* du* 
di=k dt >O 

••• 
As in the short-run K and N both are fixed, k0, which is the ratio of the capital 
stock to the labour supply, is also fixed in the short-run. Then as long as the 
labour productivity is not influenced by any change in parameters, k is also fixed. 
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Thus a change in any parameter which does not have an impact on a, can change 
the equilibrium rate of employment only through change in u*. 

Proposition 10 : The effect of a rise in () on the equilibrium level of 
employment rate depends on c1r.a and ca,IJ as follows : ~ ~ 0 according 
t h th < "Y31J+("Yl+"Y31J)e:a o 1 h _ d1r a d _ da IJ 
0 W e er cu > (s-')'2)(l-t).7r(a)e:a,B - 1 W ere c1r,a - da (j an ca,IJ - diJ a • 

Proof: We know, 
* • 1 k e = u . . -. 0 a 

Differentiating it with respect to () we get, 

de* 8e* du* 8e* da 
de = 8u* · dB + 8a ·dB 

de* ko du* u* ko da 
::} dB = ~. dB - ---;;_2 dB 

Now putting the value of d~· and u* in this equation we get, 

de* ko { -l[(s- 12)(1- t)*.~- 13] } ko { 1 } da 
::} de = ~ [(s- 12)(1 - t).1r(a) - 11 - 138]2 - a2 (s- 12)(1 - t)1r(a) - 11 - 138 dB 

::} ~~ = V [~a { (s- 12)(1- t) ( ~:; ~; ~ + ~ ~;)} - ~ { (11 + 138) ~ ~ + 138}] 

de* [1ra a ] ::} de= V e {(s- 12)(1- t) (cu.ca,IJ + ca,IJ)}- (j {(11 + I3B)c:a,IJ + 138} 

ko1 where, \1 = - 2 < 0 
[a { (s - 12)(1 - t).1r(a) - 11 - 13()}] 

de* > . < 13() + ( ll + 'Yse)ca,IJ 
Thus -dB < 0 accordmg to whether cu > ( )( ) ( ) - 1 s - 12 1 - t . 7r a ca,IJ 

••• 
From the above proposition, it follows that when the impact of a change in a on the 
equilibrium degree of capacity utilisation is negative, the equilibrium employment 
rate unambiguously falls due to a rise in B. On the other hand, when d~· < 0, 
the effect of a change in () on the equilibrium employment rate is ambiguous. A 
change in () affects the equilibrium employment rate in two ways. First, it has a 
positive impact on labour productivity which itself in turn leads to reduction of 
employment rate. Second, its impact on employment rate through the change in 
the equilibrium degree of capacity utilisation. The effect of () on u*has already 
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been discussed in proposition 2. Thus the final effect of a change in () on the 
equilibrium employment rate depends on its effect on u* and labour productivity. 

3.3 Effect of government deficits and debt 

So far we have assumed that the government budget is balanced and there is no 
government debt. Now we will relax the assumption. Let's assume there is a 
budget deficit and the government incurs debt. 

Let's assume that the aggregate government tax revenue is given by 

T = t(Y + iD) (3.27) 

where t is the tax rate, Y is the real aggregate productive income, i is the interested 
rate that is paid by the government, and D is the real stock of government debt. 

In this section we assume that government consumption expenditure and govern-
ment investment expenditure depend on the income level of the economy. 

Let us assume that current government consumption expenditure is now given by 

Cc=rJY (3.28) 

Investment expenditure is given by 

lc = ()Y (3.29) 

For the sake of simplicity we ignore monetary and other assets. The entire gov-
ernment deficit is financed by issuing government debt. So, the change in debt 
with respect to time is given by, 

dD 
dT = (Cc + lc)- T + iD (3.30) 

Aggregate private saving in the economy is given by, 

S = s(l- t)(P + iD) 

So, the ratio of saving to capital stock is, 

~ = s(l- t)(r + i8) (3.31) 
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where & = ~ = debt-capital ratio. 

Investment function is given by, 

I a I= ['Y + rlu + 12(1- t)r + 13( K)- r4&]K 

I 
So, K = ['Y + rlu + 12(1- t).?r(a).u + r3·B.u- /4&] (3.32) 

where 14 is the coefficient measuring responsiveness of investment due to change 
in o. 

Here the fifth term entering in the investment function, represents the financial 
crowding out effect8. 

Total government expenditure is represented by 

G = Ca+Ia 

So the ratio of government expenditure to capital is 

G 
- = (ry+B)u 
K 

The ratio of tax revenue to capital is 

~ = t(u + io) 

3.3.1 The short-run analysis 

In the short run equilibrium, the following equation must be satisfied, 

S T I G -+-=-+-K K K K 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

Substituting from equations (3.43), (3.44), (3.45) and (3.46) in (3.47) we get the 
equilibrium degree of capacity utilization as 

* 'Y-[{s(l-t)+t}i+r4]8 u =~--~--~~--~~----~~---
(s- 12)(1- t)?r + t- 11 - 8(1 + /3)- TJ 

(3.36) 

8We introduce it to show that, even allowing the neo-classical argument of financial crowding-
out of private investment due to rise in public debt, when we introduce government deficits and 
the dynamics of the government debt into our analysis, the model does not necessarily become 
unstable and 6 does not rises without bound. We also will show that our long-run result differs 
from Dutt (2013) as here are two equilibrium values of 6 and the smaller one represents the 
stable equilibrium value while in Dutt (2013) this is not necessarily the case. 
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The equilibrium is stable when the induced increase in private savings and revenue 
income as u rises must be greater than the induced increase in private investment 
and government expenditure. That is when the following equation is satisfied : 

s(1- t)1r + t > 1'1 + 1'2(1- t)1r + rs8 + (17 + 8) (3.37) 

That is, (s- r2)(1 - t)1r + t- 1'1 - 8(1 + l's) - 17 > 0 (3.38) 

In other word, for the equilibrium to be stable the denominator of u* must be 
positive. 

But for a meaningful positive equilibrium degree of capacity utilization the nu-
merator also should be positive. So we need, 

I'- [{s(1- t) + t}i + ")'4]6 > 0 

That is, I'> [{s(l- t) + t}i + /'4]6 (3.39) 

Putting the equilibrium value of degree of capacity utilization in equation (3.44) 

we get the equilibrium value of growth rate as, 

(3.40) 

3.3.1.1 Comparative statics 

Now we will focus on the effect of a change in model parameters on the equilibrium 
degree of capacity utilization. 

Proposition 11 : An increase in either of s, 6, i, , 4 , t causes a fall in the 
equilibrium level of u while an increase in either off', r1,r2,/'3,and 17 leads 
to an increase in the equilibrium level of u. 

Proof: Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to s we get, 

du* _ -[(1- t)ic5A + (1- t)1r('y- fc5)] 
0 ds - A2 < 

where, r = {s(l-t)+t}i+r4 > 0 and A= (s-r2)(1-t)7r+t-r1 -B(l+rs)-17 > 0 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to 6 we get, 
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Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to i we get, 

du* -{s(1-t)+t}o 
di = A < O 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to "'(4 we get, 

du* -6' 
-=-<0 
d"'f4 A 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to t we get, 

du* - [A(1- s)i£5 + ('Y- r£5){1- (s- 'Y2)1r }] 
dt = . A2 < 0 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to 'Y we get, 

.du* 1 
-=->0 
d"'f A 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to 'Yl we get, 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to "'(2 we get, 

du* ('Y- ro)(1 - t)1r 
d'Y2 = A2 > O 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to "'(3 we get, 

du* = ('Y - rJ)B > 0 
d'Y3 A2 

Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to TJ we get, 

du* - ('Y - r£5) 0 
dTJ - A2 > 

••• 

40 

In the short run an increase in o decreases the equilibrium degree of capacity 
utilization. Due to one unit increase in o, the ratio of private saving to capital 
stock increases by s(l- t)i units while the ratio of government revenue income to 
capital stock increases by it units. Thus due to one unit increase in o, consumption 
demand decreases by {s(l- t) + t}iK unit. On the other hand due to one unit 
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rise in 5 , investment demand decreases by 'Y4K unit. 9 Thus aggregate demand 
and hence the equilibrium degree of capacity utilization decreases. 

An increase in "(4 , for a given o, decreases investment through the crowding-out 
effect which in turn decreases the aggregate demand and hence the equilibrium 

degree of capacity utilization. An increase in i , for a given o, increases private 
saving by s(l - t)5 unit while government revenue income increases by to unit. 

· Thus due to one unit increase in i, consumption demand decreases by { s(l- t) + 
t}oK unit. Hence agrregate demand and so the degree of capacity utilization falls. 

A rise in 1J , the ratio of government consumption expenditure to output, increases 
the aggregate demand and the equilibeium degree of capacity utilization. 

Here we will focus on the effect of B on u*. Before we proceed further, let us 

.discuss about the sign of~'~'~,~' 8~;;, a;; which are essential for the proof 
of proposition 12, 13 and 14. 

8g* 
-8 = b1 + 'Y2(1- t)7r(a) + 'YaB] > 0 

u* 

8g* 
81!' = 'Y2(1 - t)u* > 0 

8g* * 
80 = 'Yau > 0 

du* 8u* - -('Y- r5)(s- 'Y2)(1- t) 0 
d7r = 81!' - A2 < 

8u* - ('Y - r5)(1 + 'Ya) 0 
8() - A2 > 

d1l' d1r da 
d() = da · d() > 0 

Prposition 12 : The effect of a rise in () on the equilibrium degree of 
capacity utilisation depends on the product of €1r,a and Ea,8 as follows: 
du' > • h < II • h II - (l+"Y3)fJ ' d8 < 0 accordmg to w ether En.a·Ea,o > '1/J , w ere '1/J - (s-"Y2)(l-t).7r , €1r,a = 
dna d _ da 8 
da 0 an €a,8 - dO a' 

Proof: Differentiating equation (3.36) with respect to 0 we get, 

du* 8u* d1l' da 8u* 
d() = 81f da d(} + ae 

9This is because of the financial crowding out effect. 
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Putting the values of a;; and 88~· on the above equiation we get, 

_ -[1- rJ] [(s- 12)(1- t)1!..~- (1 + r3)] 
- A2 

-[r- f<l]% [(s- 12)(1- t).c:1r,a·C:a,O- (1+:3 )
8

] 

=--------~------~------------~ A2 

du* > . < (1 + 13)8 11 

So, dB < 0 accordmg to whether C:u.C:a,o :;: (s _ 
12

)(1 _ t).1r = '1/J 

••• 
It follows that if the product of the elasticity of profit share with respect to labour 
productivity (c:u) and the elasticity of labour productivity with respect to the 
ratio of government investment to output (c:a,o) is greater than (less than) a critical 
value (let's say 'l/; 11

) then the effect of t9 on u* is negative ( positive). 

A rise in t9 raises labour productivity which in turn raises profit share. Iri the stag-
nationist regime a change in proft share has a negative impact on the equilibrium 

degree of capacity utilization. On the other hand, a rise in t1 directly raises the 
investment demand through the crowding-in effect leading to a rise in aggregate 
demand and the degree of capacity utilization. So the final impact of a change 
in t9 on the degree of capacity utilization depends on the relative strength of the 
direct effect of t9 on u and its indirect effect on u through the change in the share 
of profit. When the elasticities have lower values the indirect effect of t9 on u 

through the change in the profit share is comparatively lower and as a result the 
direct effect of (} on u dominates the indirect effect. On the other hand when the 
above elasticities have sufficiently high values then the indirect effect of t9 on u 

dominates the direct effect and thus the impact of (} on u is negative. 

Let's focus on the effect of B on g* now. 

Prposition 13 : Tlie effect of a rise in t9 on the equilibrium rate of 
d. > accumulation depends on the product of c:1r,a and C:a,o as follows: !lJi < 0 

d . t h th < II. h II - Obt +'YJ(t-l))+(l-t)11'('Y2+S'Y3)} 
acco~ mg o w e er £7T.a·C:a,o > p , w ere p - (l-t)7r{sbt+O'Ya)-(t-I)-IJ)'Y2} , 

_d1ra d _daO C:1r,a - da 0 an C:a,O - dO a • 
Proof : Differentiating the equilibrium rate of capital accumulation with respect 
toe we get, 

dg* 8g* du* ag• d7r 8g* 
de = au•. d(} + 87r . d(} + ae 
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+ ('y ~2rc5) [ { 12(1- t) ~; + 1'3} { (s --y2)(1 - t)rr + t- 1'1 - e(1 + 1'3) - 17}] 

CY- rc5) rr [ e] = A2 (j b1 + 1'3(t -17) + (1- t)rr(1'2 + s-y3)}; 

(1' - rc5) rr 
- A 2 ·e [ (1 - t)c:1r.a·C:a,IJ { s(1'1 + (j-y3) - ( t - 1] - (})1'2}] 

dg* > . < (;} b1 + 1'3(t -17) + (1- t)rr(1'2 + s-y3)} , 
So, d(i < 0 accordmg to whether C:1r.a·C:a,IJ > ( ') { ( (j ) ( ) } = p 1 - t 1f s 1'1 + 1'3 - t - 'T] - (j 1'2 

Now we will focus on the effect of c5 on g*. 

Proposition 14: An increase in c5 decreases the equilibrium value of the 
rate of accumulation. 

Proof: Differentiating equation (3.40) with respect to o we get, 

dg* · 8g* du* 8g* 
df = au• dc5 + 88 

r 
= -[{1'1 + 1'2(1- t)'rr(a) + 1'3(;}} A+ 1'4] < 0 .... 

An increase in c5 decreases the equilibrium level of g in two ways : (1) directly 
through financial crowding-out effect and (2) indirectly through decrease in the 
equilibrium degree of capacity utilization. Its (8) effect on u* has been discussed 
in proposition 11. A rise in debt-capital ratio due to the financial crowding out 
effect, directly leads to a fall in the equilibrium growth rate. So, the effect of a 
change in c5 on the equilibrium growth rate is negative. 
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3.3.2 The long-ru~ analysis 

Now in this section, we will analyse the long-run dynamics of the government debt 
and the capital stock. We will say that long-run equilibrium is attained when the 

government debt-capital ratio ( 6) remains constant over time. 

From equation (3.30) we get, 

D 
We know, 6 = K 

dD 

~ = ~[(Cc+lc)-T+iD] 

• u* 
=*" D = (17 + e- t)-g- + i(1- t) 

Now, J= b-k 
' * 

=*J=(ry+O-t)~ +i(l-t)-g* 

=*" d
6 

= (17 + e- t)u* + 't(1- t)6- g*6 
dr 

=*" d6 = (17 + e- th + [- (77 + o- t)r + i(1 _ t) _
1

_ { 11 + 12(1- t)1r + ,3e}l] 6 
dr A A A 

Here D2 > 0. Let's assume Do > 0. This assumption ensures that even when 
6 = 0, the government runs a deficit and so 6 increases over time. 

In Dutt (2013) both of D1 and D2 don't have any definite sign. So.various possi-
bilities regarding ~~ may occur depending on the sign of D1 and D2 • But in our 
analysis D2 is unambiguously positive. Then depending on the sign of D1 , o can 
either have a stable equilibrium value or it can rise without bound. 

Now let us discuss the conditions for existence and stability of equilibrium. 

~+ + b1 +>'2(1-t)"+>'aOb 
If the interest rate ( i) is not too high ( if i < 'Y (l-t) i\ ) then D1 
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can have a negative value. Then the change in debt-capital ratio with respect to 
o would be "U" shaped and there is a possibility of existence of equilibrium. 

Then the necessary and sufficient condition for existence of equilibrium is : mini-
mum value of~ must be::; 0. Minimum value of~~ can be attained at o = -~. 

Then the minimum value of ~ = D0 - ! . Thus the necessary and sufficient 

condition for existence of equilibrium is (Do - :fi;) ::; 0. 

The necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a stable equilibrium is : 
minimum value of t, must be < 0. Thus (Do - :fi;) < 0 ensures the necessary 
and sufficient condition for existence of a stable equilibrium. 

Three different diagrams are given below. In figure 1 there is no equilibrium. Fig-
ure 2 represents existence of unique but unstable equilibrium. Figure 3 represents 
existence of multiple equilibria where one of them 10is stable. 

~+ +b!+'Y2(1-t)"+'Ya0h 
But if i ~ "~ (I-t) 6 then o increases without bound. In diagram 
2 there is only one equilibrium value of o which is unstable. 

10Note that between those two equilibrium values of o , the low equilibrium value of o (i.e. 
o") gives the stable equilibrium. 
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do 
di 

-o· 

Figur~2 

FieuJ~·3 
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dS_ . . .. . . 2 ~-.Do+ D18+ D26 dr ·,, · · 

,0 
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Conclusion 

Following a neo-Kaleckian framework we have tried to analyze the impact of ex-
pansionary fiscal policy on the growth rate. In the short-run, we have found that 
an increase in the government consumption expenditure increases the aggregate 

demand, equilibrium level of capacity utilization and the equilibrium growth rate. 

Unlike Dutt (2013) a switch in government expenditure from consumption to in-
vestment purposes does not always lead to a rise in the equilibrium degree of 
capacity utilization and the equilibrium growth rate. As a rise in () represents 
simply a switch in government expenditure from consumption to investment pur-
poses, it does not increase aggregate demand and capacity utilization directly. It 
may raise the aggregate demand through its indirect 'crowding in' effect . On the 
other hand public investment expenditure through its effect on labour productiv-
ity can lead to a rise in share of profit in the economy which in turn decreases 1 

aggregate demand and the degree of capacity utilization. Thus the final outcome 
of a rise in () depends on the relative magnitudes of these opposing effects. In this 
case, although our findings are similar to Commendatore and Pinto (2011), the 
reason behind it is that unlike a change in capital productivity here it is a change 
in labour productivity that influences the equilibrium level of capacity utilization 
which in turn has an impact on the equillibrium growth rate. 

When the balanced budget assumption is dropped, an increase in government debt-
capital ratio leads to a decrease in the equilibrium level of capacity utilization and 
the equilibrium growth rate. This is in contrast to the analysis by Dutt (2013), 
where a rise in the government debt-capital ratio has an ambiguous effect on the 
equilibrium levels of capacity utilization and the accumulation rate. We also find 

1when the economy is in stagnationist regime 
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that a rise in the current government consumption expenditure to output ratio 
raises the aggregate demand, capacity utilization and the accumulation rate. But 
a rise in 8 has an ambiguous effect on both the equilibrium level of capacity 
utilization and the accumulation rate. This result differs from Dutt (2013) as 

there is a positive relation between e and u* and e and g* in his analysis. This 

is because a rise in public investment expenditure through its effect on labour 
productivity leads to a rise in share of profit which in turn mitigates the positive 
effect of a rise in 0 on u* and g*. 

We also have seen that a change in any model parameter, which increases the 
equilibrium degree of capacity utilization without affecting labour productivity, 
necessarily increases the employment rate. But the effect of a rise in 0 on the 
employment rate is ambiguous and it depends on the elasticity of the degree of 
capacity utilization and the elasticity of labour productivity with respect to the 
ratio of government investment to output. 

Following Blecker (2002) we have shown that when workers also save, the possi-
bility of an exhilarationist regime arises. When the economy is in exhilarationist 

regime, an increase in e unambiguously raises both the equilibrium level of capacity 
utilization and the equilibrium growth rate. But if the economy is in the stagna-
tionist regime, the result is similar to that when the workers' saving propensity is 
zero. 

We have also seen that in the long run, a stable government debt-capital ratio is 
possible, provided that the interest rate is smaller than a critical value. 

It should be noted that the results of our analysis are based on a very simple 
model. We have taken a homogenous tax rate for different classes in the economy. 
Introduction of different tax rates may change the results. Further, our model 
is based on the closed economy assumption. Introduction of an open economy 
framework may significantly change our findings. 

In the long-run, we only have considered the dynamics of the government debt-
capital ratio and the capital stock. If instead of assuming constant level of labour 
supply, the profit share and the technological growth, we allow these to vary in 
the long-run, then the analysis will be more interesting and the results may vary. 
Hope later on we might incorporate those issues and try to make the analysis more 
robust. 
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Appendix 

A 

When workers also save a fraction 'sw' of their income, then the saving function 

of the economy can be written as 

s 
K = [sp7r + sw(l- 7r)]u (5.1) 

where sp and sw are saving propensity of capitalists and workers respectively. 

Blecker's investment function which is meant to capture the Bhaduri and Marglin's 

critique of the Kalecki-Steindl type of investment function is as follows : 

I 
K = 90 + 9!11"1/ + 92U (5.2) 

where go represents the autonomous part of the investment function, g1and g2 

are coefficients indicating the responsiveness of the investment-capital ratio to 
changes in the share of profit and capacity utilization respectively and v is the 
'full-capacity' output capital ratio which is fixed. 

If we take 'Kalecki-Steindl' type of investment function then the investment-capital 
ratio can be represented by, 

(5.3) 

Then in equilibrium, 
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:::} go+ g11TU + g2u = (sp- SW )7TU + SwU 

:::} u* = go 
{(sp- sw)- gi}1r + sw- g2 

(5.4) 

The equilibrium is stable if the induced increase in saving as u rises is greater than 
the induced increase in investment. So for the 'Kalecki-Steindl' type of investment 
function the equilibrium is stable when 

(sp- sw)1T + sw > g11r + g2 (5.5) 

The equilibrium value of the accumulation rate can be obtained by substituting 
the equilibrium level of u* in equation (5.3) as 

• + • • g =go g11TU + g2U (5.6) 

Now let's focus on the conditions for existence of the stagnationist and the ex-
hilarationist regimes. The economy is in a stagnationist regime if ~~ < 0 and 
vice-versa. 

Differentiating equation (5.4) with respect to1r we get, 

du* 
Thus d1r ~ 0 according to whether sw ~ (sp- g1) 

Now let's check the condition for the profit-led growth in the stagnationist regime. 
Differentiating equation (5.6) with respect to 1T we get, 

dg* • du* 
d7T = g1 u + (g17T + g2) d7T 

As in the stagnationist regime dd~ < 0, 

dg* I du* I < g1u* 
d1r ~ 0 according to whether d1r > g

1
1r + g

2 

So, even if the economy is in stagnationist regime, growth can be profit-led de-
pending on whether I du•l < ~. d1r 911r+g2 

We know, the equilibrium rate of profit is 

(5.7) 
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Differentiating the equation (5.7) with respect to 1r we get, 

dr* du* 
- = u* +7r-
d7r d7r 

- . 2 
[{(sp- sw)- 9I}7r + sw- 92] 

51 

The economy is in confiictive-stagnationist if ~; > 0 and it is in cooperative-
stagnationist if ~; < 0. 

Thus ~; ~ 0 according to whether sw ~ 92· 

Thus we have seen that even using the 'Kalecki-Steindl' type of investment func-
tion, we can achieve the same result as Blecker. Only the conditions regarding the 
stability, exhilarationist regime, profit-led and wage-led growth, cooperative and 
confiictive-stagnationist regime changes. 
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